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WHAT IT IS
Today, Ontario Finance Minister Vic Fedeli rose in the Legislature to deliver the Ontario PC government’s
first Fall Economic Statement (FES). This highly anticipated event is second only to the provincial budget
in terms of the attention paid to the Minister and the Ministry of Finance every year. The budget and the
FES, as insiders like to call it, are the two focal points for decision making for Finance too, so in addition
to providing a window into the province’s finances, many stakeholders hold their breath on this day,
when funding decisions are often made.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
You may recall that the last Ontario budget was tabled in March of this year by the previous Liberal
government. Within that document, Ontario’s finances would incur a deficit of $6.7 billion. Soon after,
the provincial Auditor-General publicly disagreed with that number, stating that the provincial deficit was
actually closer to $11.7 billion. It should be noted that the relationship between the Kathleen Wynne
government and the Auditor-General was particularly toxic; the discrepancy seemed to centre around
the accounting treatment of public sector pension assets.
The PC government, led by Premier Doug Ford, was elected on June 7th, in part on a platform of “getting
to the bottom” of the real state of the provincial finances. The new cabinet was sworn in on June 29th,
with Nippissing MPP Vic Fedeli being given the reins at Finance. One of the new government’s first
orders of business was to appoint the Independent Financial Commission of Inquiry, led by former British
Columbia Premier Gordon Campbell. Their report can be found at: www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/report/
ifci-2018.pdf.
Next, the government hired Ernst and Young to conduct a line by review of Ontario’s finances.
Undertaken in an extremely tight six-week timeline, their report can be found here: https://
files.ontario.ca/ey_report_2018_en.pdf.

Having received these reports, Finance Minister Fedeli announced in September that the provincial
deficit figure was neither what the Liberal government had laid out in its budget nor what the AuditorGeneral had pronounced but was rather $15 billion for the current fiscal year, which will end on March
31st, 2019. Some members of the media have challenged this number, pointing out that the larger
number includes Liberal commitments that would have only seen the light of day if the Liberals had been
re-elected, and which the PC government has not (and would not) implement.
The next step (we are reluctant to say last step) in the government’s eﬀorts to drill down into, and we
daresay expose, the state that their predecessors had left Ontario’s finances in, was to appoint the Select
Committee on Financial Transparency. Unlike standing committees, which have a degree of
permanency, select committees are struck for a specific purpose. As is usually the case, the party with
the majority of seats in the Legislature has the majority on committees, with the balance of the MPPs on
the Select Committee being New Democrats. Of note, there are no Liberals on this committee, which
began meeting on October 3rd and whose work is ongoing.

WHAT’S IN IT
Notably, Minister Fedeli
began his statement by
tabling a bill that will
amend, repeal and
enact several statutes.
The full text of Fedeli’s
speech can be found
here: www.fin.gov.on.ca/
fallstatement/2018/
statement.html
We are pleased to
provide you with the following highlights.

FORECAST GDP GROWTH RATE
As shown in the table below, over the 2018 to 2021 period, Ontario’s economy is expected to grow, with
rising employment, higher incomes, improved business investment and gains in exports.

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
The Ontario government projects that the province’s unemployment rate will stand at 5.6 per cent by the
end of 2018. The province’s unemployment rate for 2016 and 2017 stood at 6.5 per cent and 6 per cent,
respectively.

TAX CHANGES
The Fall Economic Statement noted that the recent corporate tax cuts in the United States had eroded
what was Ontario’s tax competitiveness advantage relative to the United States. For example, using the
government’s preferred metric of the marginal eﬀective tax rate (METR) on new business investment.
Prior to the US tax reform, the average US METR was 34.6%, substantially higher than Ontario’s 26.5%.
However, with the tax reforms, Ontario’s METR is about equal to that found in the US. As a result, a
number of measures were introduced to ensure Ontario maintains a business tax competitive advantage
position, including:

• Advocacy with the federal government to introduce immediate expensing of depreciable assets, similar
to the US. Ontario will parallel accelerate depreciation measures introduced by the federal
government;
• Not implementing the Budget 2018 measure to eliminate the lower small business corporate income
tax rate for some of Ontario’s small businesses. This move is expected to save about $40,000 annually
for about 7,900 Ontario small businesses.
• Indexation increase in the Employer Health Tax exemption means that the first $490,000 of an
employer’s payroll (up from $450,000) will be exempt from the Employer Health Tax. It is expected this
increased exemption will provide about $40 million in tax savings to businesses.
Arguably, the bigger showpiece tax change was on the personal income tax side. Promised by Premier
Ford during his leadership run and set out in the PC Party election platform, the Fall Economic Statement
provided the details for its Low-Income Individuals and Families Tax (LIFT) Credit, which is expected to
benefit about 1.1M people and will be eﬀective January 1, 2019. The credit exempts low-income earners
(for example, those working full-time earning the minimum wage) from any provincial income tax (a
savings of $850 for an individual and about $1700 for a couple). The tax relief is gradually reduced as
individuals earn more than $30,000 (or $60,000 for a family) to reduce the disincentive to earning more.
The LIFT credit will provide $495M of new tax relief in 2019.

HEALTH AND LONG-TERM CARE
While the health matters within the FES are essentially references to that which was announced before,
including long term care beds and mental health, there was a reference made to the Ontario Drug
Benefit plan, “with the objective of creating an easier to understand, more consistent and more
sustainable drug system.”

TRANSIT AND TRANSPORTATION
Beyond a number of previously announced measures are repeated in the FES, such as the freeze on
drivers license fees and the end of the Drive Clean Program, there is a significant focus on transportation
issues, particularly in the GTHA. In particular, the Fall Economic Statement set out that there will be an
agency review of Metrolinx, which is the provincial agency responsible for the GTHA’s regional
transportation network (and was created under the McGuinty Liberals). Unspecified amendments to the
Metrolinx Act were announced that indicate the agency itself may lose some of its mandate, in order to
focus more on regional transit delivery and service excellence. It would appear other current Metrolinx
functions, including planning policy and investment strategies will be taken up by the Ministry of
Transportation, while Metrolinx will take on a stronger implementation role. At the same time, there was a
re-iteration of the commitment to produce a plan for the upload of the TTC’s subway system (but no
timeline for when this plan was put forward).
Of interest, the province will resume work on the GTA West highway corridor, which has been in the
planning stages for years and which the previous Liberal government had announced they would scrap.

PROGRAMS FOR BUSINESS
Minister Fedeli articulated a number of measures for business, in addition to the red tape/regulation
cutting exercise already often referred to in a more general way. These include:
• Open for Business Action Plan: target to reduce regulatory red tape by 25% by 2022, supported by an
on-going review of province’s laws and regulations
• Commitment to introduce a “high-impact burden reduction bill” each fall and spring of government’s
mandate
• Re-iterated support for and leadership of the Cooperative Capital Markets Regulatory System, the eﬀort
amongst Ontario, BC, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan, PEI, Yukon and the federal level to work toward
a national securities regulator.

• Review of all business support programs to determine eﬀectiveness, value for money and sustainability
– all with a view to ensuring Ontario oﬀers a pro-business environment
• As a response to the LIBOR scandal of recent years, commitment to amend the existing capital markets
legislation to regulate the Canadian Dollar Oﬀered Rate and the Canadian Overnight Repo Rate
Average, the two most common Canadian financial benchmarks. These amendments are meant to instil
greater confidence in Ontario’s capital markets, resulting in greater global competitiveness for Ontario
companies.
• The Fall Economic Statement also highlighted the government recognizes that high hydro prices are an
issue for Ontario households and for Ontario industry as well. As part of the government’s plan to make
Ontario open for business, the Fall Economic Statement announced a public review of current
electricity pricing for industrial users. The document contains few details of how the review will unfold,
but does indicate written submissions will be considered, ultimately with a view to ensure policies are
sensible and align with the needs of industrial users.

ENVIRONMENT
The Fall Economic Statement devoted a fair bit of attention to the environment, largely in reminding
Ontarians of the personal savings to be gained from the cancellation of the cap-and-trade program and
cancelling green energy contracts (and scrapping the Green Energy Act). The government was also clear
it remains resolute in its fight against the federal government on their carbon pricing plan (highlighting in
a few sections the negative impact this initiative will have on Ontario’s competitiveness). Finally, there
was also a re-iteration of the commitment to release an integrated made-in-Ontario environmental plan
that will fight climate change, protect our land, water and air for future generations while respecting
taxpayers.

HOUSING SUPPLY ACTION
The PC government announced a Housing Supply Action Plan in the 2018 FES to address housing
aﬀordability in the province, particularly in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). Key points include:

• The Ministry of Municipal Aﬀairs and Housing will launch the Plan in spring 2019, which will be informed
by public and stakeholder consultations that will begin “immediately”;
• The multi-pronged Action Plan will be aimed at increasing housing supply by addressing barriers that
inhibit the development of both ownership and rental housing;
• The focus of the Action Plan will be on steps that can be taken to help increase supply quickly, as well
as longer term actions that will be rolled out over the next 18 months;
• The PC government believes that housing supply has not kept up with demand in Ontario, and as
shown in the table below, the responsiveness of supply to changes in demand has declined since the
last recession and in comparison to other periods of strong housing demand.
• Part of this initiative will be the reintroduction of the rent control exemption that will apply to new rental
units first occupied after today, which the government believes will help create market-based
incentives for developers to build new rental units. However, the Province is keeping its promise to
maintain rent control for existing tenants.
• In addition, the government will cancel the Development Charges Rebate Program, as they believe it is
an expensive and ineﬀective method to incentivize new housing supply. Cancelling the program will
result in savings of approximately $100 million to the government over four years.

OTHER NOTABLE CHANGES
Throughout the FES, references to provincial agencies are consistent; that is, the government is
reviewing its agencies to “ensure that they are relevant, eﬃcient, eﬀective, and use taxpayer dollars
wisely.” Our clients that interact with various agencies should keep this in mind; those of you who are
funded by the government would do well to demonstrate the same in the services that you deliver.

As reported in the media, the number of seats in the Legislature required to achieve oﬃcial party status
will increase from 8 to 12, or 10% of the seats in the chamber. As well, the per vote subsidy introduced
when the Liberals curtailed fundraising activities will be reduced in 2021 and eliminated by 2022 (the
year of the next election). Life certainly doesn’t get any easier for the Ontario Liberals.
The number of oﬃcers who report to the Legislative Assembly (as opposed to a ministry) is being
reduced from 9 to 6. While the FES does not specify them, media has reported that the 3 casualties will
be the Environmental Commissioner, the Child and Youth Advocate, and the French Language Services
Commissioner.
Building on the PC Party campaign platform promise to expand alcohol sales to any interested corner
stores, grocery stores and big box stores, the Fall Economic Statement announced there will be a
comprehensive review of the beverage alcohol sector, particularly about the retail structure. As a first
step on the plan in this sector, there are expanded alcohol retail hours – retail sales are now allowed
from 9 am – 11 pm, 7 days a week. Tobacco taxes will not increase.

ANALYSIS
While the $500 million reduction in the provincial deficit may seem like a relatively small number, it bears
keeping in mind that the Ford government was only sworn in on June 29th and hasn’t had that much
time on the job. As well, this is a government that attaches a fair degree of importance on the value of
symbolic gestures (think about the repeated references to the regulated minimum price of beer being
lowered to $1.00, from $1.25). Expect the government to highlight the $3.2 billion they have saved on
the expense side, and the $2.7 billion in revenue they will forego, putting money back into the pockets of
Ontario people and businesses.
Notably, the Fall Economic Statement itself did not contain the clear path back to a balanced budget. But
the PCs have spoken about a balanced budget in moral as well as fiscal terms, so expect the 2019
Budget to provide the specifics for this.

Ultimately, the Fall Economic Statement is a politically savvy and well-done document. The PCs have
been able to implement a number of their campaign promises and to show a reduction in the budget
deficit by not implementing many Liberal spending plans. It’s also a handy compendium of what they’ve
done so far (which, at 174 pages, is notable in less than 6 months).

WHAT IT MEANS GOING FORWARD
Notably, the FES was delivered the day before the PC party has its first convention since the June
election. Conventions after an electoral victory are always part celebration, part grass roots party
members stepping forward with new policy resolutions and ideas. While policy resolutions brought
forward at a party convention are by no means binding on the party in power, they do oﬀer interesting
insight. Remember too, we have a Premier who regularly gives out his cell phone number to whoever
wants it, so there is no telling where an idea may come from.
Vic Fedeli has set the table for a tough budget to come in 2019. His statement today concluded with:

“In conclusion, the current state of Ontario’s finances is of significant concern.
The previous government’s reckless spending and mismanagement left an unprecedented
burden on the shoulders of all individuals, families and businesses in Ontario.
The fiscal hole is deep.
The road ahead is not an easy one and will require diﬃcult decisions.
Everyone across the province will be required to make sacrifices, without exception.
However, this is also an opportunity to embrace reform and transform how government serves
the people.
Our path forward is clear, and that is why it is important to maintain our resolve to pursue fiscal
discipline and ultimately restore our books to balance. “

Historically, governments make the diﬃcult and potentially unpopular decisions in their first and second
budgets, with the third budget will typically “turn the corner” and the fourth, pre-election budget being
full of popular, politically attractive announcements. The only caveat we would add here is that, so far
anyway, the Ford government has not always behaved like governments that have come before it.
However, since the campaign for the next election began the day after the last one, there is some
predictability that can be relied on.
Clients who are funded by the government would do well to play defense for the next 6 to 12 months.
The fiscal hole is considerable, and Minister Fedeli signalled today that no one will be exempt from his
sharpened pencil. As we have been telling our clients, it is very important to demonstrate value for
money, and that taxpayer dollars are being spent eﬃciently. At the same time, there will undoubtedly be
opportunities going forward to propose creative innovative alternatives and solutions to a government
that is both private sector friendly and seeking to provide high quality services without the political pain
that comes from making deep and unpopular cuts. Finally, do not be constricted by the thinking that
suggests the Ford government exclusively looks through a right wing fiscal lens; they are determined to
see significant job creation and economic growth under their watch and so far have tended to take a
fairly pragmatic approach to policy questions, while keeping an eye on the provincial balance sheet.
We are pleased to provide this report to Sussex clients and contacts. As always, please feel free to
contact your Sussex consultant with any questions.
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